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PROGRAM NOTES
The fou r works for french horn are presented as a chronological
overview of the development of horn literatur e and technique,
HAYDN - Pub lished in 1871, the concerto was written for a horn
without valves-- a coiled length of tubing on which the various
notes were accomplished by changing the lip vibrations and modi fying the horn's length with the right hand in the bell.
It
is easy to hear the ''hunting horn'' personality of an instrument
which, just a century earlier, had gained acceptance as an
orchestra member .
STRAUSS - Written by Wagner ' s principal hornist of the 1860's,
the concerto display s how the early valved horn was used. Despite the availability of the full chromatic scale, Strauss
stayed close toE flat major and c minor, traditional tonalities
for the classical horn. Hearing the concerto ' s refined melodies
and classical form, one can understand Franz's criticism of
the revolutionary music of hi s son, Richard.

PES SARD - From a little - known opera composer comes this contest
piece for horn, typica 1 of the French Romantic period in its
chromaticism and lyric, rubato nature .
It is here that the
horn can show the velvet, sombre side of its personality for
which it is known .
HINDEMITH - This product of the 20th century shows the developed
and mature facet of the horn. Freed from the hunting calls and
pastoral melodies of the earlier periods, the horn shows that
it is capable of the demanding and profound statements of con temporary music.
BRASS QUARTET ON A FlAT - The brass quartet was written by Mr.
Packham this spring during his study of composition with Alma
Dittmer. Rather than using the harmonic and melodic traditions
of the major and minor scales, this work draws from all twelve
tones of the chromatic scale. All tones are treated equally
with the exception of Ab in the first and third movements and
Db in the second. They act as the tonal cente rs around which
the movements are built. However, the classical traditions of
form are adhered to religiously; lst movement - - sonata allegro;
2nd movement -- 3-part arch form; 3rd movement -- minuet and
trio . Unity between the movements is achieved not only through
the rela ted tonal centers, but also through cyclic use of
thematic rna teria l. All three movements begin with the same two
descending intervals of a major second and a major thi r d. The
subordi nate theme in the sana ta allegro adds to the unity by
appear ing again as the blues melody in the second movement.
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing the Masters recital the writer had three objectives .
The writer wished to present an overview of the literature for solo
horn, to demonstrate his ability to play music of varied styles and
periods, and to show his ability to apply his knowledge of theory
and composition.

This report is offered as an aid in evaluating

the realization of these objectives in the recital as it was performed .

This report will discuss each of the p i ec e s performed on

the recital.

The works for horn will be discussed with respect to

their historical place in the literature, to their form and style ,

and to the preparation for their performance on the recital.

Dis -

cussion of the original composition will include the procedures

used in writ ing it and in preparing it for perfor mance ,

ANALYSIS

A~~

PREPARATION

Conc er to No. 2 in D Major by Franz Joseph Haydn

Historical Background of the Horn
The horn of the last half of the eighteenth century had alrea dy
passed through over one hundred years of orchestral use , the last
fifty producing quite a large source of literatur e.

Katherine Weintz

(1964) gives examp es from Lully -- 1630, Keiser- - 1705, Handel -- 1720 ,
and Bach -- 1721, to show the development of the horn parts in arches tral musi c.

When first introduced into the orchestra the instrument was
just the ordinary hunting horn able to give only the sounds
germa n e to its tube length; this necessitated a different horn
for each key . To overcome the disadvantages of having to have
severa l instruments, a system was devised whe r eby the horn itself
was made in two coils with a very much reduced ho op diameter,
while the fixed mouthpipe was replaced by a socket into which
could be fitted rings of tubing of assorted lengths, so that
one instr ument could be put into a number of different keys .
These rings of tubing, technically known as "crooks," . .

probably originated in Vienna about 1715
pp . 20 - 21).

(Morley - Pegge, 1960 ,

With this system of crooks and couplers, the distance from the
mouthpie ce to the horn itself varied with each crook.

This was of

little importance to the horn player prior to 1750 because he played
his horn with the bell held up in the air .
horn technique !l'.ade a drastic change.
was promoted.

At mid - century, however,

The principle of hand - stopping

The horn player began playing with hi s hand in the

bell,which transformed its tone quality from the coarseness of the
hunting horn to a mellow, blending tone suitable to chamber music
of all ty pe s .

With his hand in the bell, the player could also

produce new tones not in the harmonic series by partially or com-

pletely closing off the horn with his hand (Morley -Pegge, 1960,
pp. 88-8 9).

The horn player needed a fixed mouthpiece to accomplish

this hand - stopping, however, so the system of mou thpiece crooks gave
way to the Inventionshorn.

This was originated by Werner, a friend

of Hampel, in Dresden, who initiated the use of hand- stopping.

The

Inventionshor n moved the placement of the crooks from between mouth piece and mouthpipe to the interior tubing of the horn.
With a horn designed especially for his needs, the hornist was
not hampered in developing the virtuosity characteristic of the
nineteenth century technique.

Punta, Hampel's prize student, was

the first to develop such technique and nwas without question the

most brilliant of them all as well as the most outstanding personal ity" (Morley - Pegge, 1960, p. 91).

Another was Leutgeb, Mozart's

friend , who p layed in the Salzburg orchestra, and for whom many of
Mozart's works were written (Mozart, 1960 ed.) .
Solo literature for the French horn had its beginning in the
middle of the eighteenth century.

The name of Steinmetz appears on

the manuscr ip t of a concerto for horn in D as "being in all proba bility, the earliest solo concerto for the 'corno da caccia

judge its date at somewhat before 1750

1 •

• " (Dunn,(n . d";J).

Haydn and the Horn
During this surge of activity in the world of horn playing was
born one of the horn's devout composers, Franz Joseph Haydn (May,
1732 - May, 1809).

As a boy, his soprano voice won him a place in St .

Stephen's in Vienna, where he sang until he was sixteen.

When his

voice cha nged he was on his own to mBke a living teaching students
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while he studied violin, clavichord, and composi ti on , with the

works of C. P . E. Bach as his guide (Blom, 1954 ).
In 1752 he was commissioned to write some chamber music for a
festival at We izerl, near Vienna.
and two huntsmen who played

~de

He had strings at his disposal
chasse, or hunting horns.

It

was for this group of instruments that he composed his Opu s No . l.
From this time on, Haydn included two horns in his orchestral works
almost withou t exception.

At Lecavec, under Count Ferdinand M.

Morzin (1759-1760), he also had two horns for which he wrote No .
of his Opus No. 1, and many "symphonies" for stri ngs , two horns,

and two oboes (Blom, 1954) .
The year 1761 was mementous in Haydn's life : he was taken
into the service of Prince Paul Anton Esterh8zy, head of one
of the wealthie st and most powerful Hungaria n noble families ,
a ma n devote d to music and a bountiful patron of the art (Grout ,
1960, p. 438) .
The Esterha'zy famil y lived most of the year at a remote estate
where Haydn and all the musicians were composing and performing
continuo usly.

Nicholas, Paul Anton's brother , succeeded to the

title in 1762, and Haydn spent nearly thirty years under his patronage.

Ha ydn had a devout corps of very excellent mu sicians , about

twenty - f ive players in the orchestra and a dozen s ingers for the
opera.

Among the wind players were Thaddaus Steinmuller and Karl

Franz, two competent horn players (Blom, 1954) .
Hand horn techniqu es, as discussed previous ly, had been in
practice for about ten years when Haydn went to Este r ha'zy .

By

analyzing the horn music that Haydn wrote for Steinmuller, it appears
that Ste inmiiller must have been using to some extent the practice of
stopping.

Not only did Haydn include a pair of horns in almost

everything he
instrument .

~~ote

while there, but he also saw its use as a solo

In 1762 he wrote a concerto for horn and orchestra in

D Major known today as the First Horn Concerto .

Sometime before

1765 he wrote a second concerto in D Major which has been lost.
In 1767 a divertimento for horn in Eb, violin, and cello was pub lished (Bl om, 1954).

The horn part from the dive rtimento "bristles

with difficulties of every sort, and covers the enormous range of

from the 2nd to the 22nd harmonic" (Morley-Pegge, 1960, p . 86) .
The Second Horn Concerto
The concerto known today as the Second Horn Concerto is referred
to in Grove 's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (Blom, 1954) as "a

doubtful concerto for horn in D Major ."

Rosema ry Hughes (1950,

p. 225), in Appendix B of her biography of Haydn , lists four horn
concertos :

the lost D Major, a lost Eb Major for two horns, the

1762 D Major , and a D Major, "authenticity not established" with
the date "before 1781."

Haydn, in his own list of his compositions,

does not ment ion this last concerto in D; howeve r, many other compo -

sitions of undisputed authenticity are also omitted in Haydn's list .
Breitkopf and Hartel were the first to announce the existence of
the piece which they published in 1781 with Hayd n named as the
composer .

A compa r i son of the two existing concertos gives the piece some

support for its claim.

The format of the two concertos is the same:

Allegro, Adagio, Allegro.

The first boasts of a cadenza in all three

movements ; the second concerto has no cadenza in the Ada gio .

Both

first movements are the classica 1 sana ta - a llegro form in common time .

Rondo for m was chosen for both of the final moveme nts - -the second
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concerto in 3/4 rather than 2/4, having a more musical approach to
the develo pment than the first concerto's 2/4 Rondo .
The slow movements of the concertos show some discrepancy in

form .

For the first conce rto there is a 3/4 Adagio in A, or the

dominant major, with entirely fresh thematic material in ABA form.
The Adag io in the second concerto is marked 2/4, with the eighth
note getting the beat .

Thematic material is taken fro m bridge work

in the first movement, and the related minor is the tonal setting .

Previous to the 1781 publishing, Haydn had increased his use of the
minor tonalities characteristic of the Sturm und Drang period, so a

slow movement in the paralle
contemporarie s .

minor could be expected from him or his

Modulation to the parallel minor entails no greater

hand - stopping proficiency than it does to the dominant major , so in
this respect both Adagios are hornistic.
The use of the horn is the final point upon which the two works
might be compared to establish their kinship .

The first concerto

was definitely written for a player trained in cla rin o playing, or
using the ver y high harmonics.
to the eighteenth harmonic.

It requires a range from the second

Hand-stopping was just getting a start

at the time of this conce rto, although Haydn requires the horn to
play the lowered eleventh, eighth (or raised seventh), seventh,
sixth and fourth harmonics (Pottag and Andraud, 1955, p. 139).

These

were possibly accomplished by slacking the embouchure rather than
extending the tubing with the hand .
The gaps between the different notes of the horn are barely
noticeable; the melodies are adapted to the possibilities of
the instrument and the expressive music displays all shades of
emotion, from powerful ener gy to tender long ing
(Geiringer ,
1964, p . 212).

The second concerto shows signs of the hand horn revolution

which reached Haydn in the 1770's.

It is no longer clarino in

nature --the upper harmonics are used spa ringly only for climaxes .
It ascends only to the thirteenth harmonic.

Menke (Weintz, 1964,

p. 21) accounts for the switch to using the lower harmonics of the
horn by showing that increased use of the many modulating crooks
made virt uo sity in the high register impossible to acquire, and
that adaptations made in the mouthpiece to give the hand horn a
fuller tone made the high register more difficult .

Hand horn tech-

nique closed the gaps found in the medium and low register, so
clarino playing was no longer needed.
The second concerto could be played without hand - stopping even
more eas ily than could the first concerto.

The first movement, for

example, requires two lowered fourth harmonics and one raised seventh

or lower ed eighth harmonic (Pottag and Andraud, 1955, p. 145).
The re luctant use of stopped notes dates the concerto to the
1770's a nd earmarks it as a work by an established composer of the
period .

Mozart, younger than Haydn by 34 years, was much more

daring in hi s use of stopped - horn as will be seen by analyzing his
first work for solo horn, the "Concert Rondo" in Eb Major, K. 371,
which was al so published in 1781 (Mozart, 1960 ed . ) .
Recital Pr eparation
The Haydn concerto as well as the other solo works from that
period present a definite challenge to the performer of today with
his modern instrument .

Because it was written for the valve-less

horn as has been discussed, it is almost void of scale line .

The
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modern performer has learned to rely far too much on his valves to
do his playing for him,

When the writer began preparation on this

work he found the melodies , consisting of many large interval jumps,
difficult to maneuver.

Figure 1 shows some of the mor e demanding

leaps.

b.

etc .

Figure 1. Interval skips used by Haydn in the Second Concerto
(Po ttag and Andraud, 1955, vol. 1, p. 145) .

To help him in playing these leaps, the writer began following
the warm- up proced ure suggested by Farkas (1956, pp . 32 - 42) which is
meant to develop such flexibility over a three - and - a - half octave
range.

This , along with repeated practice of isolated sections

such as the ones cited, proved to be very helpful .
This c oncerto is typical of the straight - forward, predictable
character of late Baroque and early Classical music .

The performer

and his accompanist found their biggest ta sk in keeping their inter pretation simple and uncluttered .

The accompanist found it helpful

to imagine herself performing on a small harpsichord because that

instrumEn t was limited to terraced dynamics.

Rubato was also

avoided except for the tempo nuances demanded by such passages
as shown in Figure 1 b.
The writer chose this work because it was cha racteri stic of the
literature written for the natural horn, and because it was a

little less intense as an opening number than one of the Mozart
concertos would have been.

Also, to this writer's knowled ge , this

concerto and the Hindemith sonata had never before been performed
on the Uta h State University campus.

By introducing these pieces

to the audience, the writer hoped to broaden the use of the horn
literature available to the teachers and students of the horn.
Concerto, Opus No. 8 by Franz Strauss

Development of the Horn
For fifty years hand - stopping was the only method of obtaining
notes outs i de the harmonic series.

Because composers were writing

for horn s of many different lengths, the crooks that the orchestra
player ne eded for the many keys became cumbersome to carry around .
This led to many elaborate systems of crooks and tubing, building
into the horn the ability to change its length .
known as omnitonic horns .

These horns were

Their machinery was used only to make

the necessary c r ook changes demanded by the composer after which
the horn was played using hand-horn techniques .
In Germany the machinery used to accomplish this change in
tubing l ength consisted of two valves of varying construction .
The va l ves opened add itiona l crooks of appropriate length to the
main tubing, thus lowering the pitch.

With a horn built in F as
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his fundamental instrument, the pl ayer used one valve to lower
his horn to E, the other valve to lower it to Eb, and the two
valves together resulted in a horn in D (Morely - Pegge, 1960, p. 56) .
In France the sys tern did not use a valve and was much more
cumbersome,
Beca use the valve presented the possibility of instantaneous

change which was not possible with other mechanisms , it was soon
realized that the two - valved omnitonic horn could be used as a
chromatic horn in a large part of its range.

By adding a third

valve, either lengthening the horn to D or shortening it to G, a
completely chromatic horn was achieved.

This evolution to the

chroma tic use of the three - valved horn took more than the first
half of the nineteenth century .

The reason for the slow develop -

ment is gi ven by Morley - Pegge •
• The horn was greatly esteemed by mus>c>ans gene rally,
and any mechanical device to increase its scope was looked
upon askance, not only by competent critics but also by the
large body of uninformed concert- goers on the ground that
its character was being changed and its quality debased.
(Mo rely-Pegge, 1960, p. 57).

Strau s s and the Horn
At th e same time as the va 1 ved horn was beginning its develop -

ment, Fra nz Strauss, who was to become one of the famous performers
on that instrument, was born.

Except for Strauss ' birth in 1822 ,

the write r found little information about his childhood or the
musical tra ining which was to lead him to be known as "the Joachim
of the horn " (Mann, (.n.d:J ).

At the apex of his career he was

• first horn player in the Munich Court Orchestra.
According to even grudging contemporary testimony, he was
a virtuoso of the instrument, an extraordinarily fine musician .
He taught at the Royal School of Music (Marek, 1967, p. 31).

ll

To ascertain the type of horn Strauss played and the technique
he used is of importance in this repo r t to better understand how
he intend ed his composition to be perfor med .

The first indicat ion

to be fou nd was that Strauss was engaged to play first horn for the
pr emie re of Wagner's Tristan und Isolde (Cross and Ewen, 1962 , vol.
2, p . 758) ,

In the i ntroductory note to t he sc ore of thi s opera

Wagner s tate s , as translated by W. F . H. Blandfo rd, that the horn
• , , has undoubtedly gained so greatly by the introduction
of valve s as to render it difficult to disregard this extension of its scope, although the horn has thereby indisputably
los t some of its beauty of tone and power of producing a
smo oth legato , , • . The horn players are strongly recommended
mos t care fully to study their respective parts in thi s scor e,
in order to ascertain the crooks and valves appropriate to all
the req uirements of its execution . The composer relie s impli citly on the use of the E (as well as t he F) crook whether
the oth e r changes which frequently occur in the sc ore, f or the
easi er notation of low notes, or obtaining the requi site tone
of high notes, are effected by means of the a ppr opriate crooks
(Morley - Pegge, 1960 , p. 110) ,
The playe r to whom Wagner refers was Franz Strauss in this
case, so S trauss definitely used a valved horn.

But as Wagner

intimate d, Strauss probably played many of the pas sages with a
combinat ion of hand technique and valves,

Along with per formi ng on horn, viola, and guitar, Strauss was
a conductor and a composer (Mann, [ n .dJ ),

Besides the concerto

under dis cu ssion he i s remembered for h i s ten trios for Bavarian
postillion horns (Sl onimsky, 1949, p. 53) and the famous hor n ca ll
in Siegfr ied, which he reduced at Wagner's r equest f r om the almost
unplayabl e original to its f inal shape (Blom, 1955 , v ol. 8 , p. 124) .

Fran z's at titude towa r d composition can be felt in his comments
on the wor ks of his son , t he famous Ric har d Str a us s .
We find him on a number of occasions pleading with
his son to mend his musical ways, to re turn to the pre - Wagnerian
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old style, to abjure convoluted polyphony, to avoid supercharged orchestral effects, and to be less "clever." (Marek,
1967 , p. 28).
Marek quotes the following from a letter to Richard dated
February 11, 1884 :
• • • Please, my dear Richard, when you create something
new, take care that it be melodic, not too difficult, and
pianistic. I am more and more convinced that only melodic
music makes a permanent impression both on musicians and
laymen. Melody is the life-enhancing element of music (Marek,
1967, p. 28).

The Concerto
The concerto (Strauss, 1937 ed . ) is a three -part work without

pauses between movements .

Strauss wrote it for horn in F, but the

movements require the horn to play in keys with from one sharp to
three flats .
two valves .

This itself shows that he had a horn with at least
The concerto is a large ABA form,

the third movement

being a recapitulation of the first movement with the exception of
C Major instead of Eb Major being used for a variation of the
closing~·

Considering that the piece was written for the valve horn,
one could que stion his adherence to the basic tonalities of Eb and
Ab.

The entire piece stays above the fourth harmonic of the Eb

horn, so the third valve, whether ascending or descending, would only
be needed for the half dozen written A flats.

Perhaps this frugal

use of a horn capable of much more chromaticism stems from Strauss'

pre-Wagnerian tendencies.

Perhaps it is an overflow from the omni -

tonic horn when a valve was changed only periodically.

In a letter

dated February 2, 1886 , to his son Richard, Franz comments that
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the greatness of a work lies solely in its lofty simplicity"
(Marek, 1967, p. 29) .

One could conclude from this statement that

the work with its clear and unpretentious form and its sparing dema nd s
on the valves is an attempt at simplicity wherein Strauss felt he
could ap proach greatness .
Recital Preparation

For purposes of the recital it was felt unnecessary to perform
the conc erto' s repetitious third movement.

To make the remaining

two movements stand as a unit, the slow movement was played first,
leaving the bridge material leading into the third movement as it
was.

Be cau se the opening statements of both the third and the

first mo vement s are identical, it was possible to lead right into
the firs t movement as if it were the third.

To make the animate

more climactic for the close, the last six measures of the third
movement were transposed from C to Eb and interjected at the cor -

responding place in the first movement.

These changes resulted

in a convinc ing two - movement work with the same overall impression

of the entire concerto.

It also made it a more suitable length

for the recital.
In performing this piece, the writer and his accompanist felt
that mor e liberties with the tempo and dynamics were not only
justified but implied in the dramatic and moving melodies .

The

slow movement is in ABA form, and it presented the opportunity to
get strong contrast between the Ab Major. "A" sections and the "B"

section in f minor .

This was accomplished by exaggerating the

opening piano to barely a whisper, then increasing the tempo for
the fortissimo middle section .
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The first movement offered a technical challenge in its
closing~

section,

It was rendered more playable by taking

a rubato tempo, holding slightly on the high points of each line
and then moving through the rest of the run,

Not only did this

add to the ease of ?laying it, but it is felt that it was more
exciting and that it made the climax more convincing .

In the Forest by Emile Pessard
The Horn in France

The chromatic horn in France developed more slowly than it did
in Germany .

This may be due to the French omnitonic horns using

a plunge r-type mechanism rather than the valve as the German horn
used.

The valve horn was not without its supporters in France,

hmvever.

Pierre Joseph Meifred saw the possibilities of the German

horns that reached France in the 1820's .

He remedied some of their

faults and composed for and performed on his new, improved horn.

His demonstrations made such an impression that in 1833 the Paris
Conservatoire instituted a valve horn class with Meifred as the

instructo r (Morley-Pegge, 1960, p. lll),
Meifred's horn was not without opposition, especially among
the skill ed hand horn players,

They feared that

• , their positions might be jeopardized by the valve
horn, in some respects easier to play, which opened up such
tremend ous new possibilities to the composer by freeing him
from the tyranny of the natural harmonic series . So strong,
in fact, was the prejudice against it in France that when
Meif re d • • • retired in 1864 the (Yalve hon:!J c lass was
suppressed and the instrument absolutely barred from that
institution until it was tentatively re - introduced by Bremond
in 1897, even so becoming the official instrument exclu sively
only in 1903 (Morley- Pegge, 1960, p. 58),
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Pessard and the Horn
Emile Louis Fortune Pessard was born in Paris in 1843 when
the valve h orn was still in the experimen tal sta ges .

Not even the

Opera - Comique had adopted it (Morley - Pegge, 1960, p . 115 ).

Pessard

attended the Paris Conservatoire and studied with Bazin and Carafa .
At the con servatoire he won the first prize for harmony in 1862
and the Grand Prix de Rome in 1866 (Saerchinger, 191 8, p. 486).
Since Meifred' s class in valve horn was at the Conservatoire until

1864, Pessard was undoubtedly trained in composing and scoring
for the ins trument .

Pes sard' s musical career as described in Grove's Dictionary
of Music and Musicians consisted of teaching and composition:

He filled the offices of harmony professor at the
Conserva toire, ins pee tor of vocal teaching in t he municipa 1

schools of Paris and director of musical training at the
esta bli shment of the Legion of Honour at Sain t-Denis. (Blom ,
195 4, vol. 6, p . 687).
Edwa r d Hill, in his book Modern French Music , describes the
development in French opera during the life of Pessard as a transition
from "semi - dependent eclecticism to that of asse rt ive individuality . "

One of th e people he credits with helping in this advancement is
Emile Pessard (Hill, 1924, p. 58) .

Pessard is known mainly for

his operas , all of which premiered in Paris between 1870 and 1903
(Saerchinge r, 1918, p. 486) .

The advanc ement referred to by Hill

is that change in emphasis in Paris from the grand opera following
the style of Mayerbeer to the opera bouffe of Offenbach and the
lyric opera of Gounod.

Pessard's operas were being premiered at

the Op€ra Comigue at the same time as was Saint- sae·ns' Samson et
~~

Bi ze t's Carmen, and Thomas' Mignon (Grout, 1960, pp . 548 - 549) .
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In the Fore st

One of Pessard's later compositions , Opus 130 , is h is "In
the Fores t" for solo horn and piano (Pottag and Andraud, vol. l ,
p. 154) .

This is

efinitely a work for a three -valved horn, the

third val ve being probably an ascending valve t o G which was popular in France at the time (Morley - Pegge, 1960 , p . 113) .

The

piece is r hapsodic in nature altho ugh the openi ng fanfare is repeated

twice later in the piece, and the composition closes with a recapitu lation of the first melodic section .
Tonal ly t his work is organized into an ABA framewo rk.

The

opening fa n fare and the following melodic section are in F Major .
The lento 6/8 section in the middle is in A minor as is the anima to
section that follows it.

This leads into the recapitulation in

F Major .
Pessar d took full advantage of the chromati ci sm a vail able on
the valve ho r n .

Such chromaticism was a part of the French style

at the t ime as can be seen in the music of Debussy, the leader of
the impre s sionist school of which Pessard was a part.

Even the

title, "I n the Forest," shows the influence of impressionism.
Impressionism is thus a kind of program music. It diff er s
from most Romantic program music in that . . . it does not
seek to expre ss feeling or tell a story, but to evoke a mood ,
an "a tmo sphere," with the help of suggestive tit l es a n d • • •
( of) me l odies, harmonies, colors , r hythms, and formal princi ples whic h, in thei r totality, make a musi cal language sha rp ly
diff erent from that of the German Romantic tradition (Grout,
1960 , p. 601) .

Recital Pr eparation

Alth ough "In the Forest" was perhaps only forty years later in
origin than the Strauss concerto, it provides a great contrast in
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style and especially in the use of the horn ,
as a rep re sentative style for the recital.

This made it valuable
Play ing music of the

impressionistic school offered the writer a gr eater range in inter preting the music, which is n ot possible to such an extent with the
music of earlier periods .

Because of this free dom in interpretation,

this piece presented the most problems to the writer and his accompanist in formulating a concept of what the pie ce wa s to "evoke."
Figur e 2 shows the phrase that appears thre e times in the
piece.

Figur e 2. The phrase which appears three times in Pessard's
"In the Forest" (Pottag and Andraud, vol. 1, p . 154) .

It was decided to present this idea differently each time it
appeared, each time setting the mood for what was to follow .

The

repetition itself would continue to provide 'the unity for which it
was orig inall y intended .
the varie ty,

The ascending quarter note s provided

The phrase first appears in the opening statement

with the quarter notes leading to a deceptive - like cadence (Db v 7
rather than the expected F).

These were played even ly, without

emphasis , moving on through the next phr ase to the true cadence.
The phras e comes again at the close of the first melodic section .
Here the quarter notes do indeed lead to the final cadence on F,
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so they were played with a decisive ritard lead ing to the final F
concert ,

The last statement of the phrase serves to introduce the

fanfare which closes the piece,

The quarter notes are played

with a small accelerando and a crescendo with the last two estab lishing the tempo and style of the fanfare.
A freedom of tempo and dynamics were characteristic of the
writer's perf ormance of this piece, especially in the 6/8 lento
section ,

It is felt that this freedom led to a convincing per-

formance.

Sonate by Paul Hindemith
The Modern Horn
With a fully chromatic horn at their disposal , composers at
the turn of the century began pushing even the virtuosos of the

horn to their limits .

The horn was criticized because of the

cracked notes in its high register.

Very few players were accu rate

above th e twel fth harmonic, and yet the composers continued to
demand more,
• Even so distinguished a hornist as Fr. Gumbert
sai d, shortly after his retirement, uco~ose rs like Wagner ,
and th ose of today like Strauss [Richar<!J and Mahler, really
req uire a little motor in the horn to play the parts; there fore I retired." (Morley- Pegge, 1960, p. 117)
One solution was to play the high first and third parts on a
shorter horn, the Bb alto horn.

This put the high notes lower in

the harmon ic series and thu s made them more accessable .

The poor

tone quality and intonation on thi s shorter instrument more than
countered it s advantages, however (Morley-Pegge, 1960, p. 117).
Once again the horn was modified with the addition of a
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fourth valve and even more tubing .

This new horn was known as

a double horn because the fourth valve shortened the F horn to the
length of the Bb alto horn with shorte r crooks for each of the
first thr ee valves.

Thus the double horn offers the accuracy

of the shorter horn but borrows the larger bell and bore of the F
horn to improve its cone and intonation .

Fritz Kruspe, the famous horn maker in Er furt, Germany, built
the first double horn in 1898.

In 1900 he revised i t, and most of

the double horns that have been built since the n have followed
Kruspe's model (Morley-Pegge, 1960 , p. 52).

Hindemi th and his Sona te
After the turn of the century musical style began veering off
to adventure s in polytonality, atonality, and tone row techniques .

Paul Hindemith set for himself the noble aim to be the "advocate and
architect of a new common order between the wars .

1966, p. 296).
harmonic series.

" (Austin,

His major weapon he drew from nature itself, the
Through a complicated procedure described in

Hindemith ' s theory book, The Craft of Musical Composition (1945),
he recreates the chromatic scale from the harmonic series and

gives rules for determining the strengths of particular intervals,
pitches, and chords.
Grou t (1960) lists four elements of Hindemith 1 s philosophy
that help one to understand the position Hindemi th and his music
play in the twentieth century.

(l) The composer ' s role is to

communica te with the consumer, whose desires he should try to

gratify.

Narcissism has no place in composition.

(2)

The com-

poser's c r a f t is to be learned through experience and practice and
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through use of a detailed knowledge of technique and the tools
of composition,

(3) A firm tonal foundation is necessary,

(4)

The orde r of music is only the symbol of a higher order within
the universe.
As a composer, Hindemith was prolific.

"The sheer amount of

music on the list of works , and the almost sys tematic provision of
similar pieces for various media, are both characteristic of

Hindemith • • • " (A us tin, 1966, p. 400).

Where most of the modern

composers have neglected many instruments in their work, Hindemith
has writ ten for all the wind and stringed instruments.

In addition

to the Senate for horn, Hindemith wrote a sona ta for four unaccompanied horns and a Concerto for Horn, written for the famous Dennis

Brain (Gold , 1967, p. G8).
The sonata for horn by Hindemith was chosen for the recital not
only for its contemporary style, but also because it was felt that
the listener could more readily identify with this work than with
some other example of twentieth century writing .

This speaks

again for Hindemith's desire to communicate with the listener.

Sonate was published in 1939 while Hindemith was living in
Switzerland ,

He had already enjoyed much success stemming mostly

from the politi cal upset caused by his opera, Mathis der Maler ,
written in 1934,

The Nazi influence in Germany led him to move to

Switzerla nd in 1938 and finally to the United States where he spent
the rest of his life,
The sonata (Hindemith, 1939) is a three- mo vement work which
exemplifies Hindemith's characteristics of definite tonality and
extensive use of counterpoint.

To accornmoda te the demands of the
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recital, the writer performed only the last two move ments , feeling
that thes e were sufficient to demonstrate the contemporary style
and still supply the impact of Hindemith's work .

The third move-

ment contribu ted the positive and energetic mood with which the
present writer wished to end the recital.

Like the slow movement of the Strauss conc erto, the second
movement of the ronata is a three-part work .

The recapitulation,

or third section, not only serves as a repetition of the opening
section, but also develops the therna tic rna te ria l to some extent.
Tonally, the work is built around D and Gil concert.

This tri -t one

relationship is also used by Hindemith in other works, such as
the first movement of Mathis der Maler (Porter, 1961).
The sonata's third movement is also in three sections ..

The

first section in 3/2 , the half note getting the beat, is marked
Lebhaft , and it is followed by a 6/8 Langsam , or "sl ow" section .
Each of these sections has two individual themes which are each
introduced and then slightly developed contrapuntally as is
characteristic of Hindemith.

The third section returns to the

lively 3/2 tempo and restates the themes from both sections,
giving them entirely new textures .

Characteristic of this move-

ment is Hindemith's use of~; the horn and piano are often
found sta ting the same theme one or two pul ses apart.
Recital Prepa ration
The rna in obstacles faced by the writer and his accompanist
in preparing the sonata were rhythmic unity and accurate coordina-

tion between the two parts.

The rest of the recital was played

from memo ry and the writer felt that his performance of the sonata
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would also be improved if he did not use the printed music,

This

goal was accomplished only after many re hea r sal s with the ac companist repeatedly practicing each entrance of the ho r n until the
writer was completely familiar wi th the intricate relationship
of the two part s .

Hours of such rote rehearsing could have been

avoided if recordin5s of any of the compositions performed on the
recital had been available.
Dec iding on the proper interpretation of the second movement
presented few problems,

The climaxes were well defined and the

movement was organized simply enough that another interpretation

was larg ely not feasible.

The thi r d movement, however, is more

complicated in structure with its many themes and contrapuntal

sections .

Defining the intended tempos and clima xes was thus a

more difficult task .

work

Only after increased familiarity with the

were the writer and accompanist a ble to f eel the corre ct

tempos and the proper placement of the climaxes .
With respect to technique and endur ance, the sonata made
fewer demands upon the performer than had the other works.

This

is a trib ute to Hindemith who always had the amateur performer

in mind .

Brass Quartet on A Flat by Michael R, Packham
Analysis
Bras s Quartet on A Flat is an ori ginal work for two trumpets,

horn, and trombone .

It was composed by the wri ter under the

tutorship of Dr . Alma Dittmer of the Utah Sta te University Music
Department ,

Techniques of Twentieth Century Compo s it ion by Leon
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Dal l in (1964) served as the text for the writer's study of
composition , and many of the techniqu es used in the quartet were
drawn from this book.

The three movements of the quar t e t will

be discussed in the order that they were compos ed.
"Allegretto"--Third Movement.

To familiari ze himself with

the personality of the brass quartet , the writer chose to begin
by composing a movement of a lighter nature.

This re sulted in

the "Allegretto" appearing as the third movemen t on the recital.
The form of the "Allegretto" is that of a minu et and trio, a form

of classical origin appearing as the third movement in most
symphonies up to the time of Beethoven (Dallin, 1964, p . 221) .
The "Allegretto 11 has three themes, Figure 3, whose appearances
can be represented as follows:

A ABBA C CAB A, the "C ' s"

represen ting the trio .

Allegretto
a.

b.

&~t!f])J

low

e!§,
. . . . rliN

etc .

etc.

c.

etc .

Figure 3. The themes from the "Allegretto" movement of
Quartet on A F la t. Minuet: a . and b.; Trio : c.
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Characteristic of the composer's use of th is form was the

basic valse tempo with measu res of 4/4 , 5/8, and 6/8 in terje cted
to give the movement interest and variety .

The "A" and "B" themes

are built on fourth s , with major chor ds used to give varie ty

and reli ef as bridge material.
"Allegro"--First Movement .

The ominous tas k of writing in

sonata - allegro form was chosen next .

This fo rm wa s fi r st estab-

lished by Haydn, and its use increased until its c ul mination in
the works of Beethoven.

The classical tradition dictates t he use

of the sonata - allegro as the form for the fi r st movement of multi movement works (Elson, 1933, p . 241) , and this is the place it
occupies in the brass quartet.

Figure 4 shows the principal and secondary theme s as they
first ap pea r in the exposition.

a•

E:

Figu re 4 . The principal (a) and secondary (b) themes of
the "Alle gro" from ~rtet on A Flat .

tc: .
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The principal theme is built around Ab and was generate d
by a tone - row idea.

The d iscove r y was made late r that the fir st

two intervals of thi s theme are id entical to those of the
"ALlegret to."

Having sta rted th is cycLical idea by accident, it

was intentionally continued in composing the theme of the slow
movement .

The secondary theme, Figure 4 b ., is drawn roughly from the
inversion of the r ow which was used for the principal theme .

It

is center ed around Eb which gives the customary relationship of
a fifth between the principal and secondary themes.

The statement

of this theme in the quartet i s characteri s tic of the writer 1 s

technique .

His intentions are to gi ve each of the four player s

a chance to say something important, so each theme is divided

among them .

With brass i nstrument s the unity did not seem to be

affected , which would not have been the case had the writer been
working with instruments of greatly varied timbres .
The devel opment section draws entirely from the principal
theme using fragmentation and a gradually narrowing stretto to
finally reach the climax.

The recapitulation finds the secondary

theme restated on Ab as tradition demands, and the coda draws
first fro m the principal theme, closing with the same two intervals with which the movement opened.
"Adagio "-- Second Movemen t.
intervals of

Generated from the fir st two

the other two movements, the theme of the "Adagio,"

Figure 5 a. , was meant as a searching soliloquy for th e horn.
In its restatements, this theme is combined alternately with
contrapuntal line s .

This material , f ragmented and in different
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voices and keys, makes up the first and third sections of this
movement .

!Adagio
a.

~2 &da

etc.

\

Figure 5 . The two themes used in the "Adagio" of Quartet
on A Flat. Compare Figure 5 b. with the theme as it
first appears in the "Allegro ," Figure 4 b .

The center section is the only time the WTiter relied on a
preconcei ved harmonic progression.

The melody of this section ,

Figure 5 b ., is the secondary theme from the first movement.

It

is worked into the harmonic framework of the following twelve - bar

blues progres sion:
I, IV iv, I i, v 7 Ibl; IV, iv, iii, v7 ii;
7
ii, v , I, I. Enjoyable listening as well as needed relief from
the intense drive of the work up to that point are provided by

this section.

The slow movement is centered around Db, providing

the customary relationship of the sub -dominant to the Ab tonality
of the firs t and third movements.
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Recital Preparation
The quartet met twice each week during the month prior to
the recital.

The writer had composed the work with the abilities

of the average high school performer in mind, so by the third
rehearsal , the players had mastered most of the technical problems.
The 5/8 measures in the first and third movements caused some
problems.

It was found that the counting was easier if some of

the parts were rewritten as one 5/4 measure rather than the original
two 5/8 measures.
The climaxes in the first and second movements had to be
rehearsed several times so that they created the greatest amount
of tension ,

This tension was generally accomplished by holding

back as the lines ascended and moving through the descending
lines .

Especially in the slow movement, the last beat of each

climax measure was held in suspension.
Intonation was by far the biggest rehearsal problem .

Not

until the last few rehearsals were the performers familiar enough
with the harmonic and melodic progressions to be able to accurately
center the pitches.
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CONCLUS IQ, S

The reci tal was performed by the writer as partial fulfillment
of a deg ree in music education.

Preparing and performing the re-

cital has indeed brought the '-'I"iter closer to his ideal of the

good music educator.

Reviewing the role of a music teacher will

clarify and defend this statement.
Mus ic in the schools, according to the philosophy of the
writer , serves the purpose of teaching a second language to the

student.

The language of music, like the student's mother tongue,

will se rve him as a tool throughout his life, not only as a medium
of communication with his own environment, but also with the
resources of the past and the potentials of the future .
Like any language , music has its notation system, its rules
of organization and construction, and its proper methods of pro-

due tion.

For example, if one cannot manipulate his speaking ap -

paratus proper ly, his speech will be meaningless .

If he cannot

spell or if he does not utilize the methods of punctuation, his
written word will be unintelligible.

And without an adequate

vocabulary he will be unable to draw from the spoken and written
word of the present and of the past.
So it i s with music also .

To reach the levels of thought,

meaning, and emotion present in music, the stu dent must understand
the notat ion, have some medium of expression through composition
or performance, and have a large range of experience with music.
Only with all three of thesE phases of development will the stu dent
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be truly conversant in this second language,

Performing the recita l has improved the writer's abilities
in all three of the s e phases and has also increased his under standing of their importance,

Improving his talents has given

the writer greater insight into how he, as an educator, can help
others improve upon the talents that have been given them.
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